Design Principles
A primary design principle should be "Function over Flash". Design decisions should always favor functionality and usability.
Make things obvious to users. Studies have shown that people do not recognize many images and icons as links to other information or functions. So make these navigation options obvious. The more the links look like buttons the better. A user should not have to move the cursor to hunt for links.
Be consistent when designing:
• • Use no more than six different color codes on a screen.
• Use as a code • Do not rely solely on color to convey information (such as required fields or errors).
• Follow the population stereotypes. Color can have meaning; in fact, color already has meaning you can use.
• Use to draw attention • Use to show relationships • Avoid contract deficiency You need a 90% contrast difference between foreground and background in order to read text clearly.
• Avoid chromatic aberration Do not create text in pure red or blue. Due to chromatic aberration, red and blue do not focus well on the retina (they look fuzzy).
• Avoid chromosteriopsis
Do not show pure red and blue together.
• Accommodate colorblind users
• 9% of men are color weak.
• 2% of women are color weak.
• Do not make users rely solely on color to use the system.
• Everyone is colorblind in low light.
• You can't depend on the user's ability to see colors. If red vs. green is the only way to tell which fields are in error, about 6% of all users will have trouble telling the difference.
Wording
• Use full words and sentences, as opposed to abbreviations such as "dt" for date or "addr" for address • Capitalize labels consistently • Avoid redundant labels (e.g. "Employee Name" when the user knows they are on an employee information screen) • Word error messages positively to imply that the user is in control and provide insight into how to use the application correctly ("Your entry is wrong" vs. "A phone number should be 10 digits in length") • Word error or confirmation messages consistently and display messages in a consistent place • Omit needless words • Use simple words • Use short sentences to increase reading speed and comprehension • Be specific and concise • Avoid jargon • Use words consistently (e.g. Always "Cancel" or always "Escape")
• Avoid acronyms unless all users will be familiar with the term without ambiguity • Avoid computer jargon • Write in an active voice • Make sure tone is correct for user/task/environment (kids vs adults)
• Avoid jokes • Beware of anthropomorphism: making the computer pretend to be a person.
Layout
• Match eye movement: scan from top to bottom, left to right • Left justify Left-justified text, labels, and data are most common, and physically easier to scan than rightjustified. The one exception is numbers that are being compared. These should be right-justified on decimal. Avoid right-justification of labels, or other data fields.
• Use sufficiently large icons and buttons to speed traversing and selecting • Avoid clutter (difficult to find fields; intimidates novices) unless window proliferation is too costly Long pages are problematic since it is harder for a blind user to scan for interesting parts than it is for a sighted user. In order to facilitate scanning it is recommended to emphasize the structure of the page by proper HTML markup: use <H1> for the highest level heading, <H2> for the main parts of the information within the <H1>s, and <H3> and lower levels for even finer divisions of the information. By doing so, the blind user can get an overview of the structure of a page by having the <H1>s and <H2>s read aloud and can quickly skip an uninteresting section by instructing the screen reader to jump to the next lower-level heading.
• Use ALT to provide utility descriptions that convey the meaning or role of images.
• All imagemaps should be client-side and should use ALT attributes for each of the link options so that a user who cannot see the image can have descriptions of the destination read as he or she moves the cursor around.
• Never encode information with absolute font sizes but use relative sizes instead. For example, when using Style Sheets, do not set the font-size attribute to a number of points or pixels but set it to a percentage of the default font size.
• It is recommended to test pages with the default font set to 10, 12, and 14 point to ensure that the design is optimal for these common font sizes and then to make additional checks with default fonts of 18 and 24 points to make sure that the design still works at these accessibility-enhancing sizes.
• Transcripts should be made available of spoken audio clips and videos should be made available in versions with subtitles (which will also benefit users who are not native speakers of the language used in the video).
• Do not design imagemaps that require extremely precise mouse positioning. Client-side imagemaps will work even for users who cannot use a mouse at all: the browser should be able to move through the links under keyboard control.
• People vary in their spatial reasoning skills and in their short-term memory capacity. Programmers and graphic designers tend to get uncommonly high scores on tests of spatial reasoning skills and are therefore good at visualizing the structure of a Web site. It is safe to assume that most users will have significantly greater difficulty navigating a Web site than its designers have. Simplified navigation helps all users, but is a required enabler for users at the opposite extreme of the scales. People who have difficulty visualizing the structure of information can be helped if the site designers have produced such a visualization for them in the form of a sitemap; they would be further aided if the browser updated the display of the sitemap with the path of the navigation and the location of the current page.
• Users with dyslexia may have problems reading long pages and will be helped if the design facilitates scanability by proper use of headings. Selecting words with high information content as hypertext anchors will help these users, as well as blind users, scan for interesting links (no "click here", please).
• Most search user interfaces require the user to type in keywords as search terms. Users with spelling disabilities (and foreign-language users) will obviously often fail to find what they need as long as perfect spellings are required. A first suggestion is to for search engines to include a spelling checker; other ideas from advanced information retrieval like query-by-example and similarity search can also help these users (and benefit everybody else at the same time).
